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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

1.1

Rollup Single-Sided - 2 Feet

AMBRO

1.2

Rollup Single-Sided - 2 Feet

HAELO

1.3

Rollup Single-Sided - 2 Feet

LINDO

1.4

Rollup Single-Sided - 2 Feet

BONDO

1.5

Rollup Single-Sided - 1 Foot

ESTRO

1.6

Rollup Single-Sided - No Feet

SORENTO

1.7

Rollup Single-Sided - No Feet

CABRO

1.8

Rollup Double-Sided - 1 Foot

DUBLO

1.9

Rollup Tabletop - No Feet

TABLO

1.10

Rollup Tabletop - 2 Feet

INSTO

Rollup Banner Stand
 AMBRO Rollup Banner Stand
The AMBRO single-sided rollup banner stand offers good
exposure at an affordable price.
Designed for indoor use, it is the perfect choice for budgetconscious businesses looking for a professional looking banner
stand at a great price.
Manufactured from aluminum, AMBRO features two stylish feet
with curved plastic end caps for stability and a slim-line designed
cassette which is lightweight and durable. It has a fixed threepiece bungee pole, and is fast and easy to set up in a couple of
minutes without tools.
The grip top rail, which does not require tape, makes it easy to
install the graphics as well as change the graphic and extend the
life of the stand.
A carrying bag is included with the banner stand that enables
users to transport the unit to any location or off-site event. They
are ideal for locations such as:





Retail stores and Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade Shows and Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Suitable only for lightweight 10oz or 9mil PET.
Single-sided graphic. (Not included).
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Two feet with plastic end caps for stability.
UNPADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.

Works With OLIO 9 mil Block Out PET
ROLLUPS SOLD ONLY IN MASTER CARTONS OF SIX
SKU
35025

DESCRIPTION
AMBRO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79"H

1.1

Rollup Banner Stand
 HAELO Rollup Banner Stand
The HAELO single-sided rollup banner stand is a great choice
for businesses looking for a professional looking banner stand.
Economically priced, this indoor banner stand features a sturdy
slim-line cassette, two all aluminum feet, fixed three-piece
bungee pole and grip top rail for easy installation and graphic
replacement.
Manufactured from aluminum, the HAELO is lightweight and
durable, and takes a couple of minutes to set up or take down
by one person without tools.
Users can simply connect the pole to the base, roll-up the
graphics and hook the banner at the top of the pole.
The banner stand is packed in a polyester bag for protection
and can easily be transported by its carry handle or shoulder
strap from place to place. They are ideal for locations such as:







Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows
Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Works with 13oz non-curl block out PVC.
Single-sided graphic. (Not included).
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Two all aluminum feet for added stability.
UNPADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.

Works With ELCO 13oz Block Out PVC
SKU
35076

DESCRIPTION
HAELO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79"H

1.2

Rollup Banner Stand
 LINDO Rollup Banner Stand
The LINDO single-sided rollup banner stand is a great choice for
businesses looking for a professional looking banner stand.
Economically priced, this indoor banner stand features a sturdy
slim-line cassette, two all aluminum feet, fixed three-piece
bungee pole and grip top rail for easy installation and graphic
replacement.
Manufactured from aluminum, the LINDO is lightweight and
durable, and takes a couple of minutes to set up or take down
by one person without tools.
Users can simply connect the pole to the base, roll-up the
graphics and hook the banner at the top of the pole.
The banner stand is packed in a padded polyester bag for
protection and can easily be transported by its carry handle or
shoulder strap from place to place. They are ideal for locations
such as:







Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows
Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Works with 13oz non-curl block out PVC.
Single-sided graphic. (Not included).
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Two all aluminum feet for added stability.
PADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.

Works With ELCO 13oz Block Out PVC
SKU
35052
35054

DESCRIPTION
LINDO Rollup Banner - 23.5"W x 79"H
LINDO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79"H

1.3

Rollup Banner Stand
 BONDO Rollup Banner Stand
The BONDO rollup banner stand is the perfect banner stand for
any trade show or exhibition.
It is a rugged economical banner stand which will showcase your
message with ease.
It features a fixed-height bungee pole which makes it easy to set
up in about 60 seconds without tools. The 47.25”W banner stand
comes with two poles for added stability.
The grip top rail makes it easy to install and change graphics,
hence extending the life of the stand. When not in use, the
banner graphics are safely stored inside the anodized aluminum
cassette for future use.
The banner stand is lightweight, comes in an oxford padded bag
for protection and can easily be carried by its carry handle or
shoulder strap from place to place. They are ideal for locations
such as:





Retail stores and Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows & Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Works best with 13oz non-curl block out PVC.
Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation and replacement.
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
All aluminum feet for added stability.
PADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Anodised aluminum finish.

Works With ELCO 13oz Block Out PVC
SKU
35041
35042
35043

DESCRIPTION
BONDO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79"H
BONDO Rollup Banner - 39.4"W x 79"H
BONDO Rollup Banner - 47.2"W x 79"H

1.4

Rollup Banner Stand
 ESTRO Rollup Banner Stand
The ESTRO roll-up banner stand has a slim triangle design with
grey ends and one twist out stabilizing foot that makes the unit
visually appealing.
Manufactured from durable aluminum it is lightweight, durable
and very affordable - a great choice for the frequent user.
The grip top rail does not require tape, so installing and
changing graphics is easy, and also helps to extend the life of the
stand.
Set up is quick and easy. Users can simply connect the pole to
the base, roll-up the graphics and hook the banner at the top of
the pole.
The banner stand comes in an oxford padded bag for protection
and can easily be carried by its carry handle or shoulder strap
from place to place. The ESTRO roll-up banner stand is ideal for
locations such as:






Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows
Conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single-sided graphic. (Not included).
Suitable for 13oz PVC material.
Grip top rail makes graphic installation and change easy.
One twist out stabilizing foot.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
PADDED carrying bag for added protection.
Carry bag has full length zipper for added convenience.
Available in anodised aluminum.

Works With ELCO 13oz Block Out PVC
SKU
35047
35049

DESCRIPTION
ESTRO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79"H
ESTRO Rollup Banner - 47.2"W x 79"H

1.5

Rollup Banner Stand
 SORENTO Rollup Banner Stand
The SORENTO is a professional looking single-sided rollup
banner stand and is a great choice at a very affordable price.
It has a striking aerodynamic design featuring a wide base
which does not need feet for support, chrome front strip and
chrome teardrop cassette ends held on by screws.
It comes standard with a three piece bungee pole and grip top
rail which does not require tape, so it is easy to install and
change the graphic, extending the life of the stand.
The SORENTO rollup banner stand is quick and easy to set up
and take down by one person without the need for tools.
The banner rolls up in the cassette for easy storage and
protection.
The banner stand comes in a black padded canvas bag for
protection and can conveniently be transported by its carry
handle or shoulder strap from event to event.
The SORENTO rollup banner stands are ideal for:





Retail stores and shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows and Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Aerodynamic teardrop design base.
Chrome teardrop cassette ends and front strip.
Extremely stable without the need for feet.
Single-sided graphic. (Not included).
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
PADDED carrying bag for added protection.

Works With ELCO 13oz Block Out PVC
SKU
35087

DESCRIPTION
SORENTO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79'H

1.6

Rollup Banner Stand
 CABRO Rollup Banner Stand
The CABRO is a PREMIUM single-sided rollup banner stand that
projects a professional image. The cassette is aerodynamically
designed; it features chrome teardrop cassette ends and no
protruding feet.
It is lightweight and durable, easy to set up in about 60 seconds
without tools and is a great choice for frequent usage. The grip
top rail, which does not require tape, makes it easy to change
the graphic and extends the life of the stand.
The banner stand comes in a padded oxford bag for protection
and can easily be carried by its carry handle or shoulder strap
from place to place.
Setup by one person is quick and easy whether you have the
three-piece bungee pole or use the adjustable telescopic pole.
The CABRO rollup banner stand is ideal for locations such as:






Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows
Conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Sets up in about 60 seconds.
Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Grip top rail makes graphic installation and change easy.
Suitable for 13oz Block Out PVC material.
Available with fixed height bungee (telescopic pole extra).
Teardrop design base is stable without the need for feet.
PADDED carrying bag for added protection.
Available in anodised aluminum.

Works With ELCO 13oz Block Out PVC
SKU
35058
35061
51036

DESCRIPTION
CABRO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79"H
CABRO Rollup Banner - 47.2"W x 79"H
UNILO Telescopic Banner Pole - 14.8 mm To 86"

1.7

Rollup Banner Stand
 DUBLO DS Rollup Banner Stand
The DUBLO double-sided rollup banner stand is the perfect
choice for budget conscious businesses that require a
professional looking double-sided banner stand at a great price.
It features a single wire leg for stability and style, and is
lightweight and durable.
The fixed height bungee pole is easy to set up in minutes
allowing either one or both images to be displayed.
The grip top rail makes it easy to change the graphics and
extends the life of the stand.
The banner stand comes in an oxford padded bag for protection
and can easily be carried by its carry handle or shoulder strap
from place to place.
They are ideal for locations such as:







Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows
Conventions
Hotel Foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Double-sided graphic. (Not Included)
Grip top rail makes graphic installation easy and quick.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Single wire foot for stability.
PADDED Polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Anodised aluminum finish.

Works With ELCO 13oz Block Out PVC
SKU
35070

DESCRIPTION
DUBLO Rollup Banner - 33.5"W x 79"H

1.8

Tabletop Rollup Banner Stand
 TABLO Rollup Banner Stand
The TABLO is a tabletop retractable banner stand that can hold a
small sign in a minimum amount of table space and is perfect for
that focused message.
It is excellent for making the most of the limited space available
on most tables and counter tops.
The cassette is aerodynamically designed as it features chrome
ends and no protruding feet.
It is lightweight and durable, and sets up in seconds.
Like full size roll up banner stands, the banner retracts into the
base when it is not in use, so the banner is protected during
storage.
They are ideal for locations such as:







Retail stores
Offices
Medical practices
Trade shows
Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Works with 8 mil Poly material.
Fixed height pole.
Stable without the need for feet.
Water drop design.
Manufactured from aluminum and PVC.
Individually boxed for protection.
Available in anodised aluminum.

Works With OLIO 9 mil Block Out PET

SKU
35011
35012

DESCRIPTION
TABLO TT Rollup - 8.3"W x 11.7"H
TABLO TT Rollup - 11.7"W x 16.5"H

1.9

Tabletop Rollup Banner Stand
 INSTO Rollup Tabletop Banner Stand
Need a fast and simple way to liven up a presentation table or
point of sale display?
The INSTO tabletop rollup banner stand is the answer.
They are great for companies and exhibitors looking for a
tabletop banner stand to transform a boring exhibit into an eye
catching personalized display area no matter how limited the
space is.
The slim-line retractable banner stand highlights the full-color
23.5"W x 39.25"H printed banner by merely pulling the poster
up from the base and connecting it to the vertical pole.
Use individually or in twos, threes or fours side by side to create
2’, 4’, 6’ and 8’ displays at table top trade shows or conventions.
The INSTO is a less expensive alternative to regular tabletop
displays such as popups and panel displays, without
compromising on professional image.
The INSTO is great for use at:





Hospitals
Non-profit organizations
Sales presentations
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single-sided graphic (Not included).
23.5"W x 39.25"H graphic size.
Set up and take down in seconds.
Stabilizing feet that swing out from the base.
Lightweight and portable.
Canvas tote bag included for easy travel.
Budget-friendly display.
Sturdy aluminum frame.

Works With OLIO 9 mil Block Out PET
SKU
35015

DESCRIPTION
INSTO Rollup Banner - 23.5"W x 39.25"H

1.10
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

2.1

X-Banner - Various Sizes

SEKURO

2.2

X-Banner - Tabletop

SEKURO

2.3

Adjustable Banner Stand - 8’ & 10’

DRAMO

2.4

Adjustable Banner Stand - Jumbo

BRUZO

X-Banner Stands
 SEKURO X-Banner Stands
The SEKURO X-banner stand is one of the most cost effective
way of displaying your banners and is a great way to promote
your brand and advertise indoors.
They are lightweight, non-retractable and easy to assemble
without tools in about a minute and will fit almost anywhere.
The stand utilizes the flexible X frame to create the tension
required for the banner.
The X-Banner’s frame stretches and expands the graphics by
applying tensions on each corner of the banner (4 corners). The
adjustable lower hook allows the stand to adapt to a number of
different graphic sizes.
The X-banner is an ideal solution when the user requires
changing the graphics very often. A replacement banner can be
installed in seconds.
X-banner stands are ideal for locations such as:







Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Banks
Trade shows
Conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single sided graphic. (Not Included).
Utilizes the X frame to pull display graphics taut.
Grommet mounts adjusts to fit different graphic sizes.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Graphics attach to the frame with #2 (3/8”) grommets.
Robust three leg construction for stability.
Oxford carrying bag for easy travel.
Aluminum and fiber glass construction.

Works With DECO 13oz Block Out White Back PVC
SKU
35124
35125

DESCRIPTION
SEKURO X-Banner - 23.5"W x 63"H
SEKURO X-Banner - 31.5"W x 71"H

2.1

Mini X-Banner Tabletop
 SEKURO Mini X-Banner Tabletop
Increase your professional brand awareness with the SEKURO
mini X-banner stand.
They are effective as an advertising display and will highlight
your company or personal message on any tabletop or level
surface with ease.
Graphics are easy to change making this a versatile banner stand
for situations where the message needs to be changed often.
The stand is user friendly with the support spokes unfolding
from the center hub, so when dismantled it can easily fit into a
pocket or purse.
A creative 9.5”W x 16”H graphic on the SEKURO X-banner,
printed on high quality, stay-flat vinyl, is a valuable marketing
tool for locations and events such as:







College Fairs
Local fundraisers
Hospitals
Trade Shows and conventions
Hotel Foyers
Restaurants

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single sided graphic with grommets. (Not Included).
Utilizes the X frame to pull display graphics taut.
Easy to set up in seconds.
Replacing 9.5”W x 16”H graphics is fast and easy.
Increases your professional brand awareness.
Robust three leg construction for stability.
Compact for easy travel.
Fiber glass and plastic construction.

We sell rolls of 9 mil Block Out PET
PRICED EACH.
Packed And Sold In Units Of 10 (Ten) X-Banners.

SKU
35130

DESCRIPTION
SEKURO X-Banner Tabletop

2.2

Big Banner Stand 8’ & 10’ W
 DRAMO Adjustable Big Banner
The DRAMO adjustable banner stand is ideal for use as a
backdrop where a HUGE graphic needs to be displayed.
It is versatile and can be used as both a single or double sided
banner display, working equally well with vinyl or dye
sublimation graphics which can be attached with plastic ties or
with top and bottom pockets.
With adjustability on both width and height, the unique
telescopic design can display various large size banners.
The 8’W x 8’H does not require or have a middle support, but
the 10’W x 8’H has a middle support pole to prevent sagging.
The heavy duty formed metal bases are perfect to balance the
weight of the stand and graphic without being too heavy to
carry, therefore making the stand portable in spite of its size.
Taking only a few minutes to set up, the DRAMO can be used for
multiple occasions and tasks without any headaches. These
adjustable banner stands are great for:








Retail Stores
Shopping Malls
Automotive Showrooms
Trade Shows
Conventions
Corporate Promotions
Product Promotions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








SKU
35291
35297

Single or double sided graphics (Not included).
8’W x 8’H - Graphic 54" - 96"W and 36" - 96"H.
10’W x 8’H - Graphic 54" - 120"W and 36" - 96"H.
Middle support pole on the 10’W x 8’W prevents sagging.
Tube diameters of the vertical poles are 3/4", 7/8", 1”.
Steel bases are 3 inches wide by 16 inches long.
Heavy duty nylon bag for easy transport.
Banner stand components are black.

DESCRIPTION
DRAMO Adjustable Banner Stand C - 8'W x 8'H
DRAMO Adjustable Banner Stand - 10'W x 8'H

2.3

Jumbo Banner Stand
 BRUZO Adjustable Jumbo Banner
The BRUZO adjustable banner stand is designed to make a BIG
impression at an economical price.
This telescoping banner stand backdrop is adjustable both
vertically and horizontally offering the ultimate in customization.
Use as a single or double sided unit. Graphics can be printed
either on vinyl or brilliant, high resolution seamless dye
sublimation fabric.
With hemmed pole pockets at the top and bottom of the printed
banner, all that needs to be done is to just slide the poles
through the pockets and you are ready to show. Alternatively,
graphics can be attached with grommets and ties.
The BRUZO adjustable banner stand comes complete with a soft
carrying case to hold both the deluxe adjustable banner stand
hardware and custom printed fabric banner.
Ideal for indoor use at:






Corporate meetings
Speaking engagements
Photo backdrop
Shopping malls
Trade shows

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS







1.5” telescopic poles for adjustable width and height.
Single or double sided graphics (Not included).
Manufactured from 1.5” aluminum and steel.
Heavy duty nylon bag for easy transport.
Banner stand components are black.
Graphic Sizes:
STAND SIZE
10’W x 8’H
10’W x 10’H
12’W x 10’H

SKU
35295
35296
35294

DESCRIPTION
BRUZO Adjustable Banner - 10'W x 8'H
BRUZO Adjustable Banner - 10’W x 10’H
BRUZO Adjustable Banner - 12’W x 10’H

2.4

MINIMUM GRAPHIC
67”W x 36"H
67”W x 36"H
67”W x 36"H

MAXIMUM GRAPHIC
120"W x 96"H
120"W x 120"H
144"W x 120"H
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

3.1

Insert Sign Stand

DIRECTO

3.2

Tilting Sign Stand

BRACO

3.3

Poster Sign Stand

LANDO

3.4

Banner Poster Stand

TRENDO

3.5

Snap Frame Poster Stand

RAFELO

3.6

Tripod Easels

VERTICO

Insert Poster Stand
 DIRECTO Insert Poster Stand
The DIRECTO poster stand is a professional looking double-sided
poster stand which allows advertising from two different
directions.
A sign frame, such as this poster stand, is ideal for advertising instore promotions, special sales or for promoting events.
This sign frame features a top-insert design for fast and easy
graphic changes. Graphics can quickly and easily be changed by
inserting them into the top slot of the sign frame.
The signs are 24.6” x 34.6“ in size and use ridged material 36mm thick such as foam core or coroplast.
Constructed from metal, the stands are sturdy, durable and
surface finished with a black gloss powder coating for a sleek
look which will not detract from the signage on display.
Each display is 65” in height for easy viewing, features a 19.5” x
19.5” weighted base for added stability. The base has four
levelers to stabilize the stand on uneven floors.
Gain your customer’s attention in environments such as:







Department stores and malls
Office and hotel foyers
Theaters and museums
Grocery stores and restaurants
Banks and financial institutions
Hospitals and doctors’ offices

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








SKU
35631

Double-sided metal frame to maximize exposure.
Powder coated glossy black finish.
Top loading slot for easy replacement of graphics.
24.6” x 34.6” insert size graphic (Not Included).
23” x 33” visual size.
Uses ridged materials in 3-6mm thickness.
Overall height is 65”.
Weighs about 6.5kg (14.33 lbs) boxed.

DESCRIPTION
DIRECTO Insert Poster Stand L - Black

3.1

Tilting Sign Stand
 BRACO Tilting Sign Stand
The BRACO floor standing tilting sign holder is an innovative
approach to displaying sign materials.
It’s unique and versatile design allows the graphic to be displays
at various angles to maximize their impact.
Use vertically, angled or horizontally, the BRACO floor stand is
up for the challenge. Besides the various angles available to
display your sign, the stand is adjustable accepting graphics from
24”-40” in height as well as various sizes in width.
Constructed from metal, the stands are sturdy, durable and
surface finished with a black gloss powder coating for a
professional and sleek look. Each display comes with a weighted
base for added stability and can stand on any flat floor
Though this floor display is manufactured with a metal frame for
durability, it’s still lightweight enough to be moved and
repositioned with ease.
Print graphics on foam core or corrugated plastic up to ¼” in
thickness. They are easy to change without the use of any tools.
Gain your customer’s attention in environments such as:





Department stores and boutiques
Grocery stores and restaurants
Banks and financial institutions
Hotels and hospitals

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35634

These poster stands can be adjusted 360 degrees
Easy to hang and change graphics up to 1/4” thick.
Angle the graphics to maximize graphic exposure.
Various size posters can be displayed.
Powder coated steel for a professional look.
Weighted base for stability.
Will display graphics from 24” to 40” in height.
Weighs about 2kg (4.5 lbs) boxed.

DESCRIPTION
BRACO Tilting Poster Stand - Black

3.2

Poster Sign Holder
 LANDO Poster Sign Holder
Clarify your in-store message with the LANDO economical and
attractive double-sided poster sign holder, which stands on a flat
metal base.
Constructed from metal, the stands are sturdy, durable and
surface finished with a black gloss powder coating for a
professional and sleek look. Each display comes with a weighted
9” x 12” base for added stability and can stand on any flat floor.
The double-sided viewing attracts customers from every
direction and graphics printed on 1/4" thick materials such as
foam core or corrugated plastic, are easy to change from the
front or side without the use of any tools.
Unlike most other poster holders available, the LANDO poster
holder is adjustable and accepts posters up to 36” wide and 80”
high. If the sign is wider, simply use two or more stands
together, as required.
Gain your customer’s attention in environments such as:








Department stores
Boutiques
Grocery stores
Banks
Restaurants
Hotels
Hospitals

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35626

These poster stands are collapsible and portable.
Easy to hang and change graphics up to 1/4” thick.
Double-sided to maximize graphic exposure.
Various size posters can be displayed.
Powder coated steel for a professional look.
Weighted base for stability.
Minimum 44”H is adjustable to 88”H.
Weighs about 6.5kg (14.33 lbs) boxed.

DESCRIPTION
LANDO Poster Stand - Black

3.3

Telescopic Poster Stand
 TRENDO Telescopic Poster Stand
The TRENDO is an economical professional looking single or
double sided telescopic tripod poster stand. Moreover, with the
addition of the optional banner rods, it can easily be converted
into a banner stand.
Whether you need a high stand, low stand, big sign, small sign,
single-sided, double-sided display, the TRENDO telescopic tripod
poster stand is rugged, sturdy and a suitable solution.
If the sign is HUGE, no problem. Simply use two or three stands
in tandem.
It is manufactured from steel, has plastic connectors and the
black finish is powder coated. The folding tripod base and
telescopic poles accommodate a variety of graphic sizes up to
1/4” and are sold in a convenient black carry bag.
Weighing only about 5lbs, it is easy to set up and take down in
minutes and changing the graphics is quick and easy.
They are effective for use in:







Shopping malls
Retail stores
Office buildings
Restaurants
Trade shows
Promotional events.

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








SKU
35621
35622

Single or double-sided application. (Graphic not included).
Displays rigid signs or banners (Optional rods required).
Telescopic - 120cm (47.24”) to 200cm (78.24”) in height.
Maximum graphic size is 3’W x 6’H x 1/4”.
Use two or more in tandem for wider graphics.
Flexible and easy to replace the printed graphic.
Can be used indoors & outdoors.
Sold in a convenient black carry bag.

DESCRIPTION
TRENDO Tripod Poster Stand - Black
TRENDO Banner Rods (4 Pk) - 24"

3.4

Snap Frame Poster Stand
 RAFELO Snap Frame Poster Stand
RAFELO snap frame poster stand are a versatile and reliable
poster frame system. The elegant design provides your message
a sophisticated, professional look.
Designed for quick, on-the-fly changes, altering the graphic in
the display requires no tools or the removal of the frame from
the stand.
The snap frame can be adjusted to multiple viewing angles and
heights. Spring clips keep your graphics in place. Works in
portrait or landscape.
Included with the stand is a weighted base to improve stability,
while at the same time being lightweight enough to be
repositioned without difficulty. Also, a UV protective anti-glare
film eliminates reflections, enhancing your brand.
RAFELO can be strategically placed near high traffic areas so that
it is sure to grab customer’s attention.
Great for use in:







Department stores and malls
Office and hotel foyers
Theaters and museums
Grocery stores and restaurants
Banks and financial institutions
Hospitals and doctors’ offices

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35611

Sophisticated, professional look.
Adjustable to multiple viewing angles.
Easy to assemble.
Adjustable height.
UV protective anti-glare film.
8.5” x 11” insert size graphic (Not included).
Weighted base for stability.
Portrait or landscape.

DESCRIPTION
RAFELO Poster Stand - 8.5" x 11" Insert

3.5

Aluminum Tripod Easel
 VERTICO Aluminum Tripod Easel
The VERTICO ultra-lightweight portable aluminum easel is a
multi-purpose tripod stand that can be used for both floor and
countertop applications.
It features (3) telescoping legs, allowing users to change the
height of a presentation by simply sliding the legs into the
desired position and lock in place.
The stand has a spring-loaded clamp which secures the poster or
CLICO snap frame (not Included) in place for up to 32” high. It
prevents it from accidently being knocked off the stand.
The stand comes with (6) keyholes on each side of the metal
tray allowing the user to alter the width of the tripod’s stance.
Multi-directional rubber feet allow the easel to stand securely
on uneven floors and terrain, so it can be used inside and out.
The adjustable easel collapses into an easy-to-carry tripod you
can take anywhere and comes complete in its own nylon carry
case with strap.
VERTICO portable aluminum easels are ideal for:





Graphic & CLICO
Snap Frame Not
Included

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35602

Shopping malls
Office presentations
Product presentations
Exhibition and conventions
Artists on the go

Made of anodised aluminum that does not rust.
Easy adjusting telescoping legs.
Comes in a nylon carry case with strap and weighs 2 lbs.
Folds flat for easy storage and transportation.
Holds posters or snap frames up to 32”H (Not Included).
Configures as a floor or countertop easel.
Maximum easel height 60”.
Carton size: 3.25” x 4” x 21.3”.

DESCRIPTION
VERTICO Tripod Easel - Aluminum Silver

3.6
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Poster Hangers
 ASENTO Poster Hangers
The ASENTO poster hangers are suitable for wall mounting and
ceiling suspension. They display the advertisement to a large
target audience both inside retail stores or outside with
impactful, eye-catching window displays that are sure to draw
the attention of passersby.
Each one of the poster hangers come as a set, including bottom
and top rails. The banner hangers have the top rail to hold the
graphic, and the bottom rail keeps your custom art taut to be
easily readable. There are moving hangers on the top rail.
With the poster hangers it is easy to install and change graphics.
Simply snap open the rail, position your graphic in the extrusion
and the snap shut clamp mechanism will hold it in place. Hang
any graphic on the poster snap rails, virtually anywhere.
Before creating the graphic, printing and cutting, check actual
length of extrusions for accuracy.
The poster hangers are ideal for ceiling-hung, wall-mount or
shop window applications and are suitable for locations such as:





Retail stores and showrooms
Banks and pharmacies
Real estate agencies
Exhibition halls

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35503
35504
35505
35507

Easy to use. Simply click open, insert poster and click shut.
Suitable for paper, fabric, vinyl and light card posters.
Clamps on to any material up to 10 mil thick or 0.4mm
Suitable for posters in thickness 50 micron - 500 micron.
Can be wall mounted or suspended, landscape or portrait.
Manufactured from 1” extrude anodized aluminium.
The kit includes top and bottom rails, ends and hanger.
Individually packed to minimize the chance of damage.

DESCRIPTION
ASENTO Poster Clamp Kit - 24"
ASENTO Poster Clamp Kit - 30"
ASENTO Poster Clamp Kit - 36"
ASENTO Poster Clamp Kit - 48"

4.1

Hanging Banner Kits
 SALUTO Hanging Banner Kits
The SALUTO hanging banner poles are economical and reusable
and are designed to utilize unused ceiling and wall space to
create high visual impact.
Manufactured from 5/8” (15mm) aluminum alloy tubing
hardware they are lightweight, strong and durable and will not
warp like wooden dowels. They’re sold as kits, each kit
containing a top and a bottom bar. Three convenient sizes are
available.
Use with or without the centre hanging eyebolts, depending on
the size and weight of the banner. If they are not required, they
can simply be removed. If they are, a slit will need to be cut in
the top pole pocket of the banner to allow for the extra
eyebolt(s) to protrude through the vinyl or fabric.
They are the popular choice to display single or double-sided
banners with pole pockets at the top and bottom.
They are ideal for locations such as:






Retail stores and shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows and conventions
Indoor events
School pennants

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35522
35524
35526

Durable 5/8” (15mm) aluminum construction.
Use with banners with 2” pole pockets.
No limit to the length of the banners.
Banners can be single or double sided.
Simple and easy to install and replace banners.
Economical and cost effective.
Silver in colour with black plastic end caps.
Kits available off the shelf in three sizes.

DESCRIPTION
SALUTO Hanging Banner Kit - 24"
SALUTO Hanging Banner Kit - 36"
SALUTO Hanging Banner Kit - 48"

4.2

Hanging Banner System
 BREVO Hanging Banner System
The BREVO Hanging Banner Bars display dynamic single or
double-sided ceiling mounted banners up to 20’ (or longer).
Simply take the multi section 6’ or 8’ hanging bars and add a 4’
extensions to extend the length of the hanging bars. The
multiple bars stay connected utilizing heavy duty press pins.
Manufactured from 1” (25mm) anodized aluminum tubing,
these banner hanging bars are economical, reusable and work
with vinyl or fabric banners which have pole pockets or loops at
the top and bottom.
This system can be used for large window backgrounds, huge
displays and hanging ceiling banners in locations such as:





Retail stores and shopping malls
Automotive showrooms
Charity and sports events
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








SKU
35536
35538
35540
35542
35544

35546

Available in various widths from 24 to 240 inches (20 ft.)
Manufacturer from 1” anodized aluminum silver finish.
Steel eye bolts are included for top crossbars.
The top bar is 2" longer than bottom bar.
Use with single or double-sided vinyl or fabric banners.
Easy to use with banners with pole pockets or loops.
Supports about 6lbs per 24”.

DESCRIPTION
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 1 Section - 2’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 1 Section - 3’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 1 Section - 4’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 2 Section - 6’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 2 Section - 8’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 3 Section - 10’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 3 Section - 12’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 4 Section - 14’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 4 Section - 16’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 5 Section - 18’
BREVO Banner Bar Set - 5 Section - 20’
BREVO Banner Bar Extension Set - 4’

4.3

Banner Wall Brackets
 EMBELO Banner Wall Brackets
Need a way to hang banners off the wall so they stand out and
can be seen by passing foot traffic from both directions?
Need a bracket that looks professional and enhances your
image?
The EMBELO banner brackets is the answer.
Attached vertically on the wall or any flat surface they project
double-sided vinyl or fabric banners for ease of viewing in any
indoor location.
Manufactured from 3/4" (18mm) round anodized aluminum
tubing with black plastic end caps, they attach to the wall with
three screws through each of the attractive round wall mounting
plates.
Sold in two sizes. Each kit comes with two brackets that can be
positioned any distance apart to create unlimited vertical sizes
that will get you noticed.
These aluminum wall banner brackets are suitable for various
locations such as:






Retail stores and shopping malls
Office buildings
Automotive showrooms
Exhibition halls
Museums

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








SKU
35552
35554

Durable 3/4" (18mm) aluminum construction.
Use with banners with 1.5” pole pockets.
No limit to the length of the banners.
Banners can be single or double-sided.
Simple and easy to install and replace banners.
Economical and cost effective.
Silver in colour with black plastic end caps.
Kits available off the shelf in two sizes.

DESCRIPTION
EMBELO Banner Bracket Set - 18"
EMBELO Banner Bracket Set - 24"

4.4
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Locking Snap Frames
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Snap Frames
 CLICO Snap Frames
When you need a versatile, reliable poster frame system, one
that lets you create and update your eye-catching professional
looking signs and graphics in seconds, CLICO is that system.
The CLICO's elegant design gives your message a sophisticated,
professional finish, and its tough, clear acrylic front enhances
your brand.
CLICO snap frames are made to last in busy retail
environments with a great finish, strong springs and precisely
cut mitred corners.
To install a graphic insert simply lift the sides of the frame up
and place the graphics between the frame and the plastic
sheet. There is no need for tools or removal from the wall.
Each frame comes complete with mounting hardware for
attaching to a flat surface, either in landscape or portrait
format. Alternatively, mount to glass with Velcro.
They are ideal for locations such as:




Retail stores and showrooms
Banks and real estate agents
Hotels, restaurants and bars

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35422
35423
35425
35426B
35426
35427

Changing graphics is quick and easy in seconds.
Clear anti-glare PVC cover sheet protects the artwork.
1” extruded aluminium frame with mitred corners.
Can be mounted portrait or landscape.
Hardware included for easy mounting.
Visual size is .75” smaller than the insert size.
May be suitable for some outdoor applications.
Individually packed to minimize the chance of damage.

.

DESCRIPTION
CLICO Snap Frame - 8.5" x 11" Insert
CLICO Snap Frame - 11" x 17" Insert
CLICO Snap Frame - 18" x 24" Insert
CLICO Snap Frame - 20" x 28" Insert
CLICO Snap Frame - 22" x 28" Insert
CLICO Snap Frame - 24" x 36" Insert

5.1

Locking Snap Frames
 HASLO Locking Snap Frames
When you need a professional-looking locking snap frame
poster holder for high traffic areas, then HASLO is the system
for you.
It uses a standard 3mm Allen key to control an internal locking
mechanism which prevents the snap frames from opening. This
ensures that your poster or important information is not
removed without your consent.
Manufactured from anodized aluminum, HASLO locking snap
frames are made to last in busy retail environments with a
great finish, strong springs and precisely cut mitred corners.
To install a graphic insert unlock the frame with the Allen key.
Simply lift the sides of the frame up and place the graphics
between the frame and the plastic sheet. Close the frame and
lock. There is no need to remove the frame from the wall.
Each frame comes complete with mounting hardware for
attaching to a flat surface, either in landscape or portrait
format. Alternatively, mount to glass with Velcro.
They are ideal for displaying notices, announcements, and
menus at locations such as:




Universities and colleges
Lobbies and elevators
Hotels, restaurants and bars

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Changing graphics is easy using the provided Allen key.
Clear anti-glare PVC cover sheet protects the artwork.
1.25” extruded aluminium frame with mitred corners.
Can be mounted portrait or landscape.
Hardware included for easy mounting.
Visual size is .75” smaller than the insert size.
May be suitable for some outdoor applications.
Individually packed to minimize the chance of damage.


SKU
35433
35434
35438

DESCRIPTION
HASLO Locking Frame - 8.5" x 11" Insert
HASLO Locking Frame - 11" x 17" Insert
HASLO Locking Frame - 24" x 36" Insert

5.2
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Slim LED Light Boxes - Single
 ELECTRO Slim LED Light Boxes - Single
Create eye-catching displays that capture attention and
maximize the potential of your products with elegant ELECTRO
slim LED light boxes.
These light boxes are very modern in appearance, having an ultra

slim frame profile of only 3/4”. They can be mounted
horizontally or vertically, and your advertising posters will pop.
The front loading panel snaps open to easily change out graphics
at any time without any fuss and the non-glare hard clear acrylic
cover protects images from scratches.
Tiny diode lightbulbs on the sides bounce off the back panel,
creating the appearance of a backlit poster without excessive
use of bulbs, and accentuate images in brilliant intense colors.
The ELECTRO light boxes are energy efficient, consume less
energy than traditional light panels and lightbulbs never need to
be change because the latest LED technology is used. The light
boxes will also last a lot longer than traditional light panels.
The ELECTRO light boxes are great for use in:





Hotels and restaurants
Retail stores and malls
Casinos and entertainment venues
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
32903
32907
32911

Aluminum frames are under an inch thick.
LED means never any bulbs to change.
Edge lights produce bright even illumination.
A non-glare clear acrylic cover protects your images.
Consumes less energy than traditional light panels.
Has snap frames for quick graphic changing.
LEDs have a long life – about 50,000 hours.
Comes with 12V UL listed power transformer.

DESCRIPTION
ELECTRO Slim LED Lightbox S - 18" x 24"
ELECTRO Slim LED Lightbox S - 24" x 36"
ELECTRO Slim LED Lightbox S - 36" x 48"

6.1

LED Writing Board
NOTELO LED Writing Board

v

The NOTELO fluorescent LED writing boards are a complete
signage display and are loaded with many features!
They have a large durable tempered glass writing area for
unlimited creative choices as often as you choose. Simply use
the 8 assorted color makers included with the writing board and
write your message directly onto the writing surface.
When you need to change the message wipe it off with the soft
towel which is also included with the writing board. A tissue will
also work if the soft towel is not available.
Use vertically or horizontally, mount to the wall, hang from the
ceiling or rest on a purchased easel. These LED writing boards
will create eye-catching messages that will command attention
with their edge-lite technology that illuminates and flashes.
They are energy-saving, environmentally-friendly, durable and
long-lasting. No computer is necessary to create powerful
graphic images and text.
The NOTELO writing boards can be placed anywhere and are
extremely effective in getting your message across in:
•
•
•
•
•

Coffee shops and restaurants
Night clubs and bars
Retail stores and malls
Casinos and entertainment venues
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SKU
33013

LED edge-lite lighting technology produces dazzling effects.
24” x 31.5” size provides plenty of space for your message.
Use the handheld remote to adjust color and flashing mode.
Attractive black frame for that professional look.
Low power usage makes them an economical sign option.
Comes with 12V UL listed power transformer.
Non-abrasive cleaning cloth and hanging chain is INCLUDED.
Bright fluorescent 8mm eight-color marker set is INCLUDED.

DESCRIPTION
NOTELO LED Writing Board - 60cm x 80cm

6.2

Programmable LED Sign
 LEITO Programmable LED Sign
The LEITO LED programmable sign can be programmed to
display any message you want, attracting customers with your
novel slogan! Simply use the Windows app to load your slogan
on USB, then plug it in the sign.
There are a ton of cool modes in which your desired text can be
displayed. From flashing, to scrolling, to even rain effects.
You can use it to display OPEN, WELCOME, SALE, HELP WANTED,
BEER SERVED HERE, and so much more!
Powered by LEDs, the low-density bulbs are effective but
economical and require minimal energy. They can be left on for
hours with a small carbon footprint. Since they are LEDs, they
will also last a very long time.
Measuring 39.37” x 7.87”, the exhibit is sure to stand out in your
window. With the bright red LEDs, your message is sure to be
seen. There are hooks attached to the unit which can be used to
hang the display.
LEITO is great for use in:





Hotels and restaurants
Retail stores and malls
Casinos and entertainment venues
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
33067

Hooks can be used to hang the exhibit.
LED means never any bulbs to change.
Animated, attracts attention.
Low power consumption; environmentally friendly.
Measures 39.37” x 7.87”.
Program with your Windows PC.
LEDs have a long life – about 50,000 hours.
Multiple cool modes to display your text.

DESCRIPTION
LEITO Programmable LED Sign - Red

info@avizzio.com

6.3

1-877-882-4454

LED Open Sign
 OLEDO Open LED Sign
Capture the attention of potential customers with the OLEDO
open LED sign. The blue and red contrasting colors stand out,
making customers aware that your location is open.
These open signs have multiple modes, so you can set them as
either flashing or as a static light. Simply push the red button on
the side to change between lighting modes.
Powered by LEDs, the low-density bulbs are effective but
economical and require minimal energy. They can be left on for
hours with a small carbon footprint. Since they are LEDs, they
will also last a very long time.
The provided chain and hooks hang effortlessly in retail settings.
When passing customers see the illuminated unit hanging at the
front of a business, they will be made aware of an
establishment’s existence and more likely to purchase products
or services from the company.
The durable smooth black plastic looks clean and professional,
and is great for use in:






Retail stores
Restaurants and bars
Banks and Financial Institutions
Real estate agencies
Fitness clubs and spas

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
33051

Smooth black plastic suitable for many applications.
LED means never any bulbs to change.
Low energy consumption, environmentally friendly.
Flashing lights get attention.
Contrasting red and blue lights.
LEDs have a long life – about 50,000 hours.
Comes with 12v power transformer.
Individually boxed.

DESCRIPTION
OLEDO Open LED Sign - Red/Blue

6.4

Neon LED Open Sign
 LEDNO Neon Open LED Sign
Capture the attention of potential customers with the LEDNO
neon open LED sign. The blue and red contrasting colors stand
out, making customers aware that your location is open. The
neon is brighter than our other LED open sign, OLEDO.
These open signs have multiple modes, so you can set them as
either flashing or as a static light. Simply push the red button on
the side to change between lighting modes.
Powered by LEDs, the low-density bulbs are effective but
economical and require minimal energy. They can be left on for
hours with a small carbon footprint. Since they are LEDs, they
will also last a very long time.
LEDNO comes with chain and hooks to hang effortlessly in retail
settings. When passing customers see the illuminated unit
hanging at the front of a business, they will be made aware of an
establishment’s existence and more likely to purchase products
or services from the company.
The durable smooth black plastic looks clean and professional,
and is great for use in:






Retail stores
Restaurants and bars
Banks and Financial Institutions
Real estate agencies
Fitness clubs and spas

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








SKU
33056

Smooth black plastic suitable for many applications.
LED means never any bulbs to change.
Low energy consumption, environmentally friendly.
Flashing lights get attention.
Contrasting red and blue lights.
LEDs have a long life – about 50,000 hours.
Comes with 12v power transformer.
Individually boxed.

DESCRIPTION
LEDNO Open Neon LED Sign - Red/Blue

6.5

Open & Close Sign
 STICO Open & Close Sign
The STICO “open” and “closed” sign lets customers know when
you are there to serve them.
The sign features a reversible, durable plastic open and close
sign that you can manually flip to indicate your status … open or
closed.
Another great feature is the inclusion of a clock on the closed
side that can be adjusted by hand to let customers know when
you will return.
The STICO is simple, requiring no electricity to operate, making it
environmentally friendly. Made of plastic, the signs are durable,
and will hold up to years of wear.
The STICO open / closed sign comes as a kit which includes:




A business hour sign with numerical stickers that you can
use to customize your sign to display your hours of
operation at a glance.
A suction cup with adhesive and chain, so the sign can be
installed in seconds without the use of tools.

STICO is excellent for use in:





Restaurants and bars
Spas and beauty salons
Retail stores and malls
Cafés and bakeries

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
33062

Hooks can be used to hang the sign
No batteries or AC required
Economically friendly
Communicates hours at a glance
Easily adjusted by hand
No maintenance cost
Durable plastic
Complete with numerical stickers for easy setup

DESCRIPTION
STICO Open/Close Kit

6.6
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Sidewalk A-Frame - Plastic
 COMDO Sidewalk A-Frame
COMDO is an all-weather plastic A-frame manufactured from
3mm plastic polystyrene and is economically priced, durable and
professional looking.
The COMDO is very effective in attracting the attention of
passersby and motivating interest in custom designed, eyecatching graphics.
Graphics can be attached using adhesive vinyl or by using tape
to adhere other substrates such are corrugated PVC. For quick
change graphics attach graphics using Velcro.
It is quick to set up and can be used both inside and outside for
attention grabbing messages.
This is super durable and won't easily break. Thanks to its solid
PVC construction, it will easily withstand any wear and tear.
They are ideal for placing outside on a walkway, or front
entrance at such places as:






Shopping malls and office buildings
Convenience stores
Hotels and movie theatres
Real Estate Agents
Exhibitions and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS
888 848 4627
 Double or single sided application.
 Folds flat for compact storage.
 Best with vinyl graphics or with taped-on signs.
 Weighs about 10 lbs so is very portable.
 Visual Size: 19”W x 32”H. Graphics not included.
 Manufactured from 3mm plastic polystyrene.
 Overall Dimension: 20"W x 35"H x 27"Deep
 Packed one per carton.

SKU
35408

DESCRIPTION
COMDO Plastic A-Frame

7.1

Sidewalk A-Frame - Aluminum
 BILLO Sidewalk A-Frame
Sway passersby to be potential customers by advertising directly
in people’s line of travel from either direction with the BILLO
aluminum double-sided sidewalk A-frame.
Manufactured from durable anodized aluminum the BILLO is
satin silver in color. It is lightweight and portable, facilitating
taking your sidewalk display just about anywhere.
These storefront signs are opened and closed by means of two
metal hinges on the interior of the frame. This ensures a sturdy
A-frame display that will not fall or tip over.
The graphics are easily installed and secured in seconds with
four spring-loaded frame edges which effortlessly flip open and
shut. The graphics are placed behind a clear, non-glare
protective PVC plastic cover supplied with the stand to protect
the graphics from the elements while increasing their longevity.
The BILLO A-Frame can be folded flat when not in use and easily
transported. They are extremely sturdy and stable and can be
used indoor and outdoor.
BILLO A-frames are ideal for applications such as:






Shopping malls and office buildings
Convenience stores
Hotels and movie theatres
Real Estate Agents
Exhibition and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35401

Available in 25mm profile.
Suitable for both INDOOR AND OUTDOOR applications.
Snap-open frame makes it easy to change the graphics.
Complete with a clear non-glare protective plastic cover.
Folds flat for easy storage.
Insert Size: 23.4”W x 33.1”H
Packed one per carton. Dimension. 53.5" x 3.9" x 26.8"
Available in anodised aluminum which will not rust.

DESCRIPTION
BILLO A-Frame 25 - 23.4"W x 33"H

7.2

Metal A-Frame
 STELCO Metal A-Frame
The STELCO sidewalk A-frame sign is manufactured from
durable steel that can be displayed indoors and outdoors, day
and night.
This double-sided A-frame is ideal for attracting new customers
from any direction. Graphic exchange is easy as the A-frame
has a simple slide-in design and can accommodate Coroplast
signs up to 8mm thick. The signs do not need to be removed
for storage.
It is easy to set up or take down these A-frames as they come
fully assembled and ready to use. They are supported by two
metal hinges which fold down so that the unit collapses and
then stored when not in use. The powder coated black frame
blends in with any print design, and is rust-resistant.
The STELCO A-frames are very reasonably priced.
Although extremely popular with real estate agents, these
signs work effectively when used in:






Restaurants
Travel agencies
Shops and shopping malls
Special events
Real estate sales

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Signs slide easily into the frame.
Holds single sided Coroplast signs up to 8mm thick.
Durable one piece steel construction.
Machine cut and welded.
Powder coated black to prevent rust.
Ideal for indoor and outdoor use.
Folding structure makes it easy to transport and store.
Packed TWO per carton and sold in units of TWO.

* A-Frames are packed TWO per carton and are sold in units of TWO.
* A-Frames prices shown below are EACH.

SKU
35390
35391

DESCRIPTION
STELCO A-Frame - 24"W x 18"H *
STELCO A-Frame - 24"W x 36"H *

7.3
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Teardrop Flags
 AIRFLO Teardrop Flags
AIRFLO teardrops flags are ideal for advertising indoor or
outdoor at corporate meets, trade shows, sports venues, home
sales as well as a permanent advertising fixture outside a
company’s premises.
Available in a range of sizes, these popular teardrop flags can be
dye sublimation printed single sided or double sided for a
stronger looking feel and striking impact.
The flags can be supplied with different base options. They are
lightweight, easy-to-assemble and portable and fit into a neat
compact carry bag for convenience.
AIRFLO flag hardware is manufactured from lightweight
aluminum and carbon fiber, and is designed to be used under
normal weather conditions.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









FLAG SIZE
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

DELUXE BAG

POLE LENGTH
2.8 M
3.5 M
4.5 M

HEIGHT CM
225
275
380

HEIGHT FEET
7' 5"
9' 0”
12' 5"

IMPORTANT
Each flag comprises three components: the flag pole hardware,
the printed flag and the base. The prices shown below are for the
FLAG HARDWARE ONLY.

NYLON BAG

SKU
35306
35307
35308
35302
22048
22049

Eye catching teardrop shape for a lasting impression.
Lightweight, strong and flexible poles.
Accepts full colour single or double sided flags.
Full color dye-sublimation printing with UV-resistant inks.
Suitable for inside or outside applications.
Compatible with a variety of STANZO bases. (Not included).
Can be attached permanently to walls with brackets.
Includes deluxe (with pockets) or simple nylon bag.

DESCRIPTION
AIRFLO Standard Flag Pole - S
AIRFLO Standard Flag Pole - M
AIRFLO Standard Flag Pole - L
AIRFLO Flag Pole - Deluxe Bag - M
AIRFLO Deluxe Bag For Flag Pole - M
AIRFLO Deluxe Bag For Flag Pole - L

8.1

Feather Flags
 AIRFLO Feather Flags
Designed for indoor or outdoor use, the AIRFLO Feather Flag is a
great marketing tool to draw attention at trade shows, auto
dealers, corporate events and sports venues.
Available in a range of sizes, these popular feather flags can be
dye sublimation printed single sided or double sided for a
stronger looking feel and striking impact.
AIRFLO flag hardware is manufactured from lightweight aluminum
and carbon fibre and is designed to be used under normal weather
conditions. To change the message, simply change the flag.
The flags can be supplied with different base options. They are
lightweight, easy-to-assemble, portable and fit into a neat
compact carry bag for convenience.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS

DELUXE BAG










NYLON BAG

Lightweight, strong and flexible poles.
Accepts full colour single or double sided flags.
Full color dye-sublimation printing with UV-resistant inks.
Easy to replace fabric graphics. (Not Included).
Suitable for inside or outside applications.
Compatible with a variety of STANZO bases. (Not included).
Can be attached permanently to walls with brackets.
Includes Simple Nylon Bag with pull string closure.

FLAG SIZE
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

HEIGHT CM
260
310
410

HEIGHT FEET
8' 6"
10' 2"
13' 5"

IMPORTANT
Each flag comprises three components: the flag pole hardware,
the printed flag and the base. The prices shown below are for the
FLAG HARDWARE ONLY.

FLAG SHAPES

SKU
35306
35307
35308
35302
22048
22049

POLE LENGTH
2.8 M
3.5 M
4.5 M

DESCRIPTION
AIRFLO Standard Flag Pole - S
AIRFLO Standard Flag Pole - M
AIRFLO Standard Flag Pole - L
AIRFLO Flag Pole - Deluxe Bag - M
AIRFLO Deluxe Bag For Flag Pole - M
AIRFLO Deluxe Bag For Flag Pole - L

8.2

Flying Flag Bases
 STANZO Flying Flag Bases
A - CROSS BASE CHROME - This heavy duty chrome plated steel
base is designed for indoor and outdoor use and folds up small
for convenience. It features ball bearings enabling the flag to
move freely 360 degrees.

A - CROSS BASE CHROME

B - PAINTED CROSS BASE

C - CROSS BASE PAINTED - This inexpensive but attractive black
painted steel base is designed for indoor and outdoor use. Ball
bearings enable the flag to move freely 360 degrees. Legs swivel
closed when not in use. Works with a water bag.

D - CROSS BASE PAINTED - This inexpensive but attractive grey
painted steel base is designed for indoor use. Legs swivel closed
when not in use. The stand featuring ball bearings which enables
the flag to move freely 360 degrees. Works with a water bag.

C – PAINTED CROSS BASE

D - TIRE BASE

E - TIRE BASE PAINTED - Designed to fit under an automobile
tire for stability enabling it to be used all over new and used car
lots, this black painted stand featuring ball bearings which
enables the flag to move 360 degrees.

E - SPIKE BASE - This chrome plated spike base is the most
popular base for exterior applications at beaches, fairs and in
front of businesses. They need to be hammered into the ground.
Ball bearings enable the flag to move freely 360 degrees.

E - SPIKE BASE

F - WATER BAG

F - WATER BAG - Designed to work with all cross and flat bases,
these durable water bags add weight to help keep a flag
attached to a cross base grounded in really windy conditions.
Simply install the bag onto the base before attaching the pole.
All STANZO bases have 16.5mm spindles to fit 20mm poles.

SKU
35329
35328
35327
35333
35322
35337

DESCRIPTION
STANZO Cross Base - Chrome - A
STANZO Cross Base - Black - B
STANZO Cross Base - Grey - C
STANZO Tire Base - Black - D
STANZO Spike Base - E
STANZO Water Bag - F

8.3

Plastic Base Flag
 TEFLO Plastic Base Flag
The TEFLO plastic base event flag is ideal for outdoor or indoor
advertising. Being 5M high, it is sure to get you noticed.
This advertising flag features an aluminum telescopic pole that
collapses down for easy storage. One person can set up this
display in just a few minutes.
The single or double-sided flag can be attached to the pole at
ground level, and then each section can be raised and locked
into position.
There are eight vertical hooks and four horizontal hooks which
attach to the grommets in the flag. The horizontal flag arm at
the top ensures that the flag is always visible. This flag arm also
allows your banner to rotate with the wind.
At the bottom, a four leg support distributes wind loads while a
sand or water filled plastic base provides stability in winds up to
30 mph. The 30 litre plastic base also folds for easy travel.
The flag can be used both indoor and outdoor to promote:




Sponsors
Events
Products

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Used with single or double-sided graphics (Not Included).
Telescopic pole for easy installing of graphics.
Plastic base folds for convenience.
Fill plastic base with sand or water for stability.
Flag pole extends to 5M.
Easy to set up and dismantle in minutes.
Should not be used in winds over 30mph.
Can be located anywhere due to the plastic base.

* SKU 35351 is not sold individually but is supplied with and included in
the price of the SKU 35350.

DSKU
35350
35351

DESCRIPTION
TEFLO Plastic Base Flag POLE - 5M
TEFLO Plastic Base Flag TANK - 5M *

8.4

Popup Canopy Tent
 EVENTO Popup Canopy Tent
Easy to assemble, the EVENTO pop up canopy will get your
company noticed at its next outdoor event.
Manufactured from ALUMINUM, they are lighter and stronger
than its steel counterpart and still comparable in price. With
height adjustable octagonal legs which lock into position with
spring loaded locks, you can adjust the height of the pop up
canopy to your liking.
Use a plain color canopy with a silver thermal underside to
reduce heat under the canopy as well as to waterproof it or
customize the canopy with your corporate logo or message
using dye sublimation process for complete coverage.
For portability, the promotional tent comes with a black carrying
bag for the aluminum frame and are ideal for:



Trade shows, markets, fairs and festivals
Outdoor concerts and sports events

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS

Red

Blue

White

Black










ALUMINUM frame with 40mm octagonal frame leg.
Available in 10’ x 10’ size only.
420D solid color polyester canopy tops available.
Customize with screen printing or transfers.
Create unique dye sublimation canopies.
Push release system with adjustable heights.
Easily sets up or taken down by two people in minutes.
Packed in a carry or trolley bag for easy portability.

* Half side frames are packed TWO per carton and are sold in units of TWO.
* Half side frames prices shown below are EACH.

SKU
35650
35651
35656
22123
35662
35663
35664
35665

DESCRIPTION
EVENTO Tent Frame In Carry Bag - 10' x 10'
EVENTO Tent Frame In Trolley Bag - 10' x 10'
EVENTO Tent Half Wall Frame (2Pk) - 10' *
EVENTO Trolley Bag For 10' x 10' Tent
EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - WHITE
EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - BLACK
EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - RED
EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - BLUE

8.5
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

9.1

Literature Holder - Fabric

NILO

9.2

Literature Holder - Aluminum

ALUMO

Literature Holder - Mesh
 NILO Literature Holder - Mesh
The NILO mesh literature holder is an eye-catching sophisticated
literature holder which is available in both 4 and 8 pocket
versions for added versatility.
This brochure rack is a must-have for anyone who travels often
and can't be bothered with carrying something heavy and
cumbersome such as traditional literature stands.
The mesh literature holder sets up in seconds and effectively
displays your 8.5” x 11” marketing materials.
This pop up magazine stand is a portable brochure and literature
holder that is sure to look great in a wide variety of locations.
The stand rolls up and fits snugly into a travel bag for convenient
storage and transportation.
They work effectively as well when used in:






Shopping malls
Doctors offices
Businesses
Office buildings
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35911
35912

Durable fabric pockets hold standard 8.5" x 11" material.
Aluminum frame sets up for use in seconds.
Packed in an oxford carrying bag for easy portability.
Easy to set up and dismantle in minutes.
Includes an aluminum bungee pole for easy assembly.
Metal footing to keep the stand firmly in place.
Convenient where space is an issue.
Available in black nylon with an anodised silver foot.

DESCRIPTION
NILO Literature Holder - 4 Pocket
NILO Literature Holder - 8 Pocket

9.1

Literature Holder
 ALUMO Literature Holder
The floor standing, fixed or adjustable height, ALUMO literature
holders are a must have for any trade show event.
The literature holders contain 5 pockets so that a variety of
information, promotions, or advertisements can be displayed to
attract your target audience from two opposing directions.
It is a multi-level display system so that an unobstructed view of
magazines, brochures, or any other periodicals are conspicuously
displayed.
The stands are simple and quick to set-up and take down. They
are meticulously constructed and designed in aluminum. Sturdy
clear plastic inserts create a professional appearance.
They are also easily portable as they fold down and fit snugly
into a heavy duty foam lined aluminum carry case.
With these literature holders you can start getting the word out
about your business at:






FIXED

ADJUSTABLE

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
35924
35925
22301

Trade shows
Conventions
Retail stores
Shopping malls
Businesses
Office buildings

Lightweight and sturdy.
Sets up with ease as it quickly unfolds.
High-tech styling for a professional appearance.
Double-sided acrylic shelves.
Five literature pockets with an unobstructed view.
Heavy duty lockable carry case included.
Collapsible for convenience of travel.
Constructed of anodised aluminum.

DESCRIPTION
ALUMO Literature Holder In Case - Adjustable
ALUMO Literature Holder In Case - Fixed
ALUMO Carry Case - Replacement

9.2
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

10.1

ABS Promotion Counter

INTERO

10.2

Popup Counter

ENDURO

10.3

Curved Counter

ORBITO

Promotional Counter
 INTERO Promotional Counter
Promotional counters are fantastic way of attracting attention at
in-store promotions, events and exhibitions.
INTERO is a practical and portable demo counter that is designed
to effectively showcase retail product displays, tasters and
promotions.
This modular counter is high quality and lightweight, can be used
indoors or outdoors, and is quick and easy to set up in about
3 minutes.
The graphics can be attached with Velcro for ease of change, or
self-adhesive vinyl graphics can be attached for permanent
application.
The durable PVC moulded counter top is easy to clean and
stands up to the rigours of constant use over a long life.
The side panels are manufactured from ABS and not hollow PVC
sheeting for greater durability. The counter includes a PVC
moulded shelf for added convenience.
They are great for product demonstrations at:





Retail stores and shopping malls
Trade shows and exhibitions
Fairs and carnivals
Outdoor events

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
33366

Quick and easy to set up in about 3 minutes.
Easy to install smooth vinyl graphics. (Not Included)
Counter weighs about 7 kg in total.
Oxford carrying bag for easy travel.
Durable moulded white PVC plastic components.
ABS plastic sides (not hollow PVC) for greater durability.
Header: 30.3”W x 11”H
Base 32.3”W x 32.3”H x 16.1”D

DESCRIPTION
INTERO Counter With ABS Panels

10.1

Stretch Fabric Counter
 ENDURO Stretch Fabric Counter
The ENDURO counter is an attractive workstation with versatile
applications: from in-store product demonstrations to trade
shows and exhibitions.
The counter can be used to display products, leaflets or other
marketing materials. Alternatively it also be used as a greeting
point on your exhibition stand.
It measures 40” high in order to provide a comfortable
ergonomic height for standing at, or to give your audience a view
of your products and literature.
The large vibrant full color dye sublimation printing on three
sides is sure to draw attention and make a statement.
It delivers style with minimal effort. The durable dye sublimation
fabric graphic attaches to the popup frame with Velcro and
remains attached even when stored, enabling fast and efficient
setup and take down.
It features a sturdy black wooden top and an internal plastic
shelf for convenience. It is manufactured from aluminum, is
lightweight and collapses to a fraction of its size for easy
shipping and storage.
The counter is ideal for:



Trade shows and conventions
Product demonstrations

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
33368

Quick and easy to setup in about 3 minutes.
SQUARE aircraft aluminum tubing for greater stability.
Collapsible for easy storage and transportation.
Easy to install dye sublimation graphics. (Not Included).
Graphics stay attached for easy storage and setup.
Counter weighs about 20 lbs.
Oxford carrying bag for easy travel.
Counter can support up to 50 lbs.

DESCRIPTION
ENDURO Counter, Shelf and Top - Black Wood

10.2

Curved Counter With Shelf
 ORBITO Curved Counter With Shelf
The ORBITO portable counter is an important marketing tool for
businesses and features a design that is ideal for travel between
large scale events.
The 35” wide counter is kidney-bean shaped to accommodate a
person behind it and provides a place to communicate with
potential customers or clients.
The counter features a black countertop and base, a satin gray
PVC wrap so it coordinates with many different settings as well
as a convenient shelf which provides an area to hold items like
business cards, additional brochures, software, snacks, drinks
and more!
The corrugated plastic body is held in place to the MDF base and
countertop by the use of Velcro. This construction is lightweight
and is easy to transport in two carrying bags that are included
with purchase.
Graphics can be added which are attached with Velcro making
them easily to change for different applications. The graphics
store in the bag with the rolled side panel.
They are great for use at:






Trade shows and conventions
Business meetings
Presentations
Product demonstrations
Food sampling

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








SKU
33373
33374

Versatile black and grey color scheme.
Quick and easy to set up and take down.
Durable corrugated plastic body and MDF base and top.
Comes with an internal shelf for added convenience.
Packs into two oxford bags for easy transportation.
Graphics can be attached directly or with Velcro.
Graphic size 71.26"W x 35.43”H (181cm W x 90cm H)
Counter dimensions 41.0"W x 35.5"H x 17.8"D x 26lbs.

DESCRIPTION
ORBITO Counter Top, Bottom + Shelf
ORBITO Counter PVC Side Wrap (Part Of SKU 33373)

10.3
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

11.1

Halogen Banner Spotlights

BEMO

11.2

Halogen Exhibit Spotlights

BEMO

11.3

LED Exhibit Spotlights

BEMO

Halogen Banner Spotlights
 BEMO Halogen Banner Spotlights
Don't let poor lighting ruin the effect of valuable exhibit
advertisements.
Showcase your banner stand graphics at trade shows, exhibitions
and displays with the BEMO 50 Watt halogen banner spotlight.
Specifically designed for use on ALL rollup banner stands, these
50 watt halogen low voltage spotlights attach securely to a
banner pole by means of a simple vertical bulldog clip.
It boasts a premium, contemporary design with quality silver
finish, a sleek curved arm, an easily adjustable lamp head, and is
a stylish accessory. Included is a handy 8.25’ cable.
Each banner light has a head that swivels almost completely. The
dome bends nearly 180 degrees to face completely outward or
inward. The banner light is 14" tall from the base of the clip to
the top of the dome. The neck of the fixture is not flexible.
The banner spotlight mounts from behind so it is not seen and
therefore does not detract from the overall presentation.
As it is lightweight, it is not cumbersome to transport for busy
road show days, when you’re on the move.
Also ideal for use within retail spaces for maximum exposure.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
39053

Stylish silver finish.
Quality 50 Watt halogen light.
Clips on the vertical pole of all rollup banner stands.
Securely attaches to the banner pole from the back.
Adjustable swivel head for maximum impact.
CE Listed.
Lightweight and portable.
8.25’ electrical cord included.

DESCRIPTION
BEMO Halogen Banner Spotlight - Silver

11.1

Halogen Spotlights
 BEMO Halogen Exhibit Spotlights
Don't leave your high-quality, impressive trade show display in
the dark!
Light up your displays with confidence when you choose BEMO
halogen spotlights.
Ideal for tradeshows, exhibitions or retail displays, the BEMO
spotlight adds the finishing touch to any exhibit or retail display.
They are ETL Listed and suitable for use at any trade show in
North America and reliable and safe to use on any temporary or
permanent exhibition displays brightening up your professional
or personal printed message.
The spotlights include 200 watt halogen floodlight lamp with
easily adjustable swivel head and provides a bright even light on
feature displays or for simply creating that warm and welcoming
feeling that enhances every exhibit booth, drawing people to
your booth.
The sleek black display light with on/off switch easily mounts
onto the top bar of your display without tools to making the
accessory user-friendly for any individual!
The electrical cord is long enough to conveniently reach a nearby
outlet to power the display light.
BEMO spotlights are lightweight, compact and easy to ship to
each exhibit venue with ease.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Stylish black head and frame.
Quality 200 Watt halogen light.
Mounts on popup horizontal top bars without tools.
Other brackets available to fit tubing and panel displays.
ETL Listed.
Lightweight and portable.
On/off switch for easy end of day shutdown.
Long electrical cord included.

* The spotlights are packed TWO per carton and are sold in units of TWO.

SKU
39041

DESCRIPTION
BEMO Halogen Exhibit Spotlight - Black *

11.2

LED Spotlights
 BEMO LED Exhibit Spotlights
Go green with BEMO trade show LED booth lighting!
Use LED spotlights on any advertising display and you are sure to
attract a wide audience to your business or upcoming event.
LED lighting is brighter and more neutral in color than halogen or
incandescent lights. The actual colors of your displays are
therefore more eye-catching with LED lighting.
LED lights run cooler than traditional incandescent bulbs. This
creates a warm booth ambiance while keeping the booth
temperature cool, and attracting people to your booth.
LED lights also help to prevent fire during exhibitions.
The BEMO display LED lights which are ETL Listed, is very energy
efficient, using a mere 21 watts of power to brightly illuminate
your trade show displays. This is much less than what halogen
lights consume.
LED lights used for a trade show booth last longer than
traditional display lighting. Potentially never change a light bulb
again!
The sleek black display light mounts on popup horizontal top
bars without tools which make this accessory user-friendly.
BEMO spotlights are lightweight, compact and easy to ship to
each exhibit venue with ease.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
39047

Stylish black head and frame.
LED spotlights are PURE WHITE light for the natural look.
Energy efficient using a mere 21 watt of power.
Last longer than traditional display lighting.
Mounts on popup horizontal top bars without tools.
Other brackets available to fit tubing and panel displays.
ETL Listed.
Separate transformer with long cord.

DESCRIPTION
BEMO LED Exhibit Spotlight - Black

11.3
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

12.1

Graphic Popup - Curved

STILETO

12.2

Tension Fabric Popup - Straight

ENDURO

Magnetic Graphic Popup
 STILETO Magnetic Popup
Popup displays are one of the most popular types of booths on
the market making the STILETO popup the ideal solution for all
your promotional, marketing and advertising campaigns!
Popup systems are an ideal way to create large seamless graphic
displays in minutes for maximum IMPACT. They are lightweight,
rugged and durable and will provide trouble-free service for
years.
They are manufactured from SQUARE aircraft aluminum tubing
enabling opening and closing effortless, as you would expect
from a premium popup. The square tubing has more contact
with the connectors which adds to the stability of the popup and
makes it easy to hang the graphic panels.
Each popup display unit comes with its own solid case with
wheels for easy transportation. The case can be converted into a
cost-effective promotion table providing valuable workspace.
They are ideal for locations such as shopping malls, car
showrooms, trade shows, conventions and product launches.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Curve design adds impact to the presentation.
Quick and easy set up and take down by one person.
Graphic panels attach with magnets. (Not Included)
Square aluminum tubing for added stability.
Lightweight and durable.
Easy to transport in a rotomolded case on wheels.
Case converts into counter for added convenience.
Accepts halogen/LED spotlights. (ETL Listed) (Not Included).

WHAT YOU GET IN A POPUP KIT
Popup frame, hanging headers, bottom stiffeners, roll
magnet, and rotomolded case on wheels. Not included are
PVC panels, printed graphics, spotlights & countertop.

SKU
33711
33712
33762

DESCRIPTION
STILETO Curved Popup in Roto Case - 8'
STILETO Curved Popup in Roto Case - 10'
STILETO Countertop - Black

12.1

Tension Fabric Popup
 ENDURO Tension Fabric Popup
Catch your audience's attention with an ENDURO tension fabric
popup that is a great marketing and advertising tool to create
impact and a professional impression.
Featuring a full colour dye sublimation mural graphic that
attaches to the aluminum frame with Velcro and stays attached
even when stored in the trolley case saving the exhibitor time
and effort the next time the display is used.
It is amazingly lightweight, yet durable and takes only one
person to set it up in about 3 minutes. Once open it stretches
the fabric eliminating any creases for a sharp presentation.
Manufactured from SQUARE aircraft aluminum tubing, they
open and close effortless and as the square tubing makes
greater contact with the connectors, adds to the stability of the
display.
The entire display, complete with the attached graphics, fits
conveniently into a sturdy trolley case and can easily be
transported in the trunk of a car.
They are ideal for locations such as shopping malls, automotive
showrooms, trade shows, conventions and road shows.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
33341
33342
33368

Dye-Sublimation graphics. (Not Included).
Accepts graphics with or without wrap around ends.
Graphics stay attached to the frame when stored.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
SQUARE aircraft aluminum tubing for greater stability.
Lightweight and durable construction.
Accepts halogen and LED spotlights. (Not Included).
Comes in a trolley case for easy travel.

DESCRIPTION
ENDURO Fabric Popup In Trolley Case - 8'
ENDURO Fabric Popup In Trolley Case - 10'
ENDURO Counter, Shelf and Top - Black

12.2
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

13.1

Round Trolley Case

RONDO

13.2

Rotationally Molded Case

CENTURO

Round Trolley Case
 RONDO Round Trolley Case
The stylish RONDO trolley case is a sensible alternative to the
larger and more expensive roto-molded cases.
They are light enough to carry, yet large and strong enough to
hold your Pop Up Frame and graphics, tension fabric popup,
graphics only, or almost any other display products.
Constructed from plywood, they are lined inside with oxford
fabric and the outside has a denier fabric.
The trolley case has a retractable handle to reduce storage
space, carry handles to assist with loading into a vehicle and
wheels so it is convenient for moving around to and from
exhibitions.
Unlike roto-molded cases, the RONDO trolley case does not
convert into a counter.
This utility case is great for all types of storage and shipping
applications, such as:







Fabric popups
Graphic popups
All kinds of printed graphics
Blueprints
Rollup banner stands
X-banner stands

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
22111

Telescopic handle assists in pulling the case effortlessly.
Two sturdy wheels for easy mobility.
Carry strap for added convenience.
Hard plywood shell for added product protection.
Plywood construction covered by durable denier fabric.
Zippered lid for easy insertion of product.
Internal size: H 32” x Dia. 16” / 81cm x Dia. 41cm.
Available in BLACK only.

DESCRIPTION
RONDO Round Trolley Case - Black

13.1

Rotationally Molded Case
 CENTURO Rotationally Molded Case
This sturdy CENTURO rotationally molded polyethylene case on
wheels is ideal for all types of storage and shipping applications.
It is square shaped, features an integrated easy grip handle and
built-in wheels for smooth transport and manoeuvrability
making it economical to ship.
Multiple cases can be placed together with minimal wasted
space because of its “square” shape and inline wheels.
When used normally and not abused, the case is almost
unbreakable and is ideal for shipping freight nationally and
internationally.
Add a fitted wooden top and wrap around graphics and convert
the case into a convenient counter or a display pedestal at a
trade show.
Great for shipping and storing items such as:






Popups and tension fabric popups
Rollup and x-banner stands
All kinds of printed graphics
Product samples
Plastic floor tiles

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









SKU
22256
22257

Durable rotomolded construction for product protection.
Two sturdy wheels for easy mobility.
Removable lid for easy installation of product.
Add a fitted wooden top for displays (not included).
Two lockable catches hold lid to base.
An insert handle which reduces shipping size.
Size: 15 ¾” x 17 3/8” x 39 3/8” / 40cm x 44cm x 100cm.
Available in BLACK only.

DESCRIPTION
CENTURO Roto Trolley Case - Black
CENTURO Countertop - Black

13.2

Innovative
Exhibits
Displays
Signs
Flags &
Flooring

